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iWebThemesPro adds new iWeb themes
Published on 04/06/11
iWebThemesPro adds five new iWeb themes for Apple's iWeb fans and Professionals. These
new
iWeb themes retain twenty five themes from the previous release and adds five new
brilliant themes, including Retro, Mammoth, Tea Time, Drawing and Underground. Each theme
is flexible and customizable and can be used for a personal or business website. All
themes incorporate endless backgrounds, therefore website can be filled with different
amount of information.
Kaunas, Lithuania - iWebThemesPro, the developer of iWeb themes, adds five new iWeb
themes
for Apple's iWeb fans and Professionals. The new release retains twenty five themes from
the previous release and adds five new brilliant themes for iWeb. Company offers high
quality, easy to use, professional iWeb themes and free assistance creating the best
possible site on iWeb. Each theme is flexible and customizable and can be used for a
personal or business website.
This release adds the following themes: Retro, Mammoth, Tea Time, Drawing and
Underground.
iWebThemesPro based their site on iWeb and they believe that everyone can build business
or personal site on iWeb and establish their online presence within several minutes. iWeb
themes includes eight templates to choose from. Each theme incorporates a series of
layered images which are pretty customizable, replaceable, or removable. All themes
incorporates endless background, therefore website can be filled with different amount of
information.
The company offers iWeb themes which can be easily customized, and still retains the
perfect design. Each theme is flexible and can be used for a personal or business website.
iWebThemesPro delivers 30 high quality, easy to modify, exceptional design iWeb themes for
affordable price. Choose a well-designed theme and you will end up with a website that
people will remember, bookmark, revisit and recommend to all their friends. Each theme is
easily changeable to keep the content fresh. To get started just download, install and
pick the perfect theme.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.4.3 Tiger and later
* iWeb 2.0 (iLife 08) or iWeb 3.0 (iLife 09 or iLife 11)
* 120 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
Each iWeb theme is available for $9.99 (USD). The set of thirty iWeb themes may be
purchased for $29.99. Samples and more information about iWeb themes are available.
iWebThemesPro:
http://www.iwebthemespro.com/
iWeb Themes:
http://www.iwebthemespro.com/iWebThemesPro/iWeb_Themes.html
Premium Bundle:
http://www.iwebthemespro.com/iWebThemesPro/iWeb_Themes_Bundles.html
Purchase Premium Bundle:
http://store.eSellerate.net/s.asp?s=STR5733460226&Cmd=BUY&SKURefnum=SKU140895600
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Located in Kaunas, Lithuania, iWebThemesPro company was founded in 2010 by a group of
iWeb
professional and enthusiastic designers. iWebThemesPro team perspective goal is to assist
iWeb fans and professionals creating the best possible sites with iWeb. Copyright
2010-2011 iWebThemesPro. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Apple Keynote
are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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